
The First Theory of Everything Shifting
Quantum fluctuation, Thermodynamics, and
Antigravity to proficient Technology

The Quantum theory describe the microscopic, or

subatomic structure.

Finding a theory of everything is the major unsolved

problems in physics

Antigravity Sigma ZG is a coherent

theorical framework of physics That fully

explains and links together all aspects of

universe.

SAN DIEGO, CA, UNITED STATES, April

13, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/ --

Josammy  Ganga, an American

inventor, science writer, and

researcher. He has made significant

contributions in the field of astronomy.

He has revolutionized modern

astronomy with his groundbreaking

work. Ganga holds five patents, four of

which are in the US, and one is

international. His creations and

discoveries include 100 new chemical

and biochemical formulas. Notably, he

is the first person in world history to

uncover the real reactivities of the

highest cosmic laws. His work delves

into the understanding of universal

space, unseen energies mainly Dark

energy, and the interconnectedness of

everything in the universe. 

Ganga emphasizes that we are born

with the ability to feel energy, and our

bodies serve as accurate and sensitive

instruments to measure and

communicate with the energy that

surrounds us. His insights bridge the

gap between scientific methods and

meditation, taking those who are ready

http://www.einpresswire.com


Antigravity Sigma ZG Matrix focuses on Quantum

fluctuation, thermodynamics, and general relativity

to the next level of understanding and

awareness.  Josammy Samba Ganga’s

impact extends beyond conventional

boundaries, and his contributions

continue to shape our understanding

of the cosmos. 

The practical implications of   the

formulas discovered by Josammy

Ganga are cosmic energy conversion,

space travel propulsion, Black hole,

gravitational energy, unified field

equation, and Quantum entanglement

probability reactivities formula in the

process of quantum communication

and quantum computing. Therefore,

cosmic energy conversion process

formula   provides insights into how

cosmic energy is converted within

stars. It helps us understand processes

like nuclear fusion, which powers stars

and produces light and heat. Also, by

considering the gravitational potential energy term, we gain a deeper understanding of black

holes and their immense energy release during accretion processes.

The space travel and propulsion formula have implications for space travel. Efficiently

Antigravity Sigma ZG Matrix

focuses on Quantum

fluctuation, Quantum

Matrix, thermodynamics,

and general relativity.”

alpha & omega

thermodynamic

harnessing cosmic energy could lead to more advanced

propulsion systems for spacecraft. Also, Ganga’s unified

field equation (theory of everything) aims to unify all

fundamental forces (gravity, electromagnetism, and

nuclear forces) into a single framework. If successful, it

would provide a comprehensive theory of everything,

explaining phenomena from subatomic particles to the

cosmos. Understanding advanced technology, the unified

field could lead to breakthroughs in advanced

technologies, such as antigravity devices or efficient energy

generation. Moreover, quantum Entanglement Probability Formula in the process quantum

communication (Entangled particles) can transmit information instantaneously over large

distances.

Practical applications include secure quantum communication and quantum cryptography.

Entanglement plays a crucial role in quantum computing. The formula informs us about the



probability of achieving entanglement, which impacts quantum gate operations.  Studying

entanglement helps us probe the foundations of quantum mechanics and test its limits.  Ganga’s

formulas bridge theoretical understanding with practical applications, impacting fields like

astrophysics, space exploration, advanced technologies, and quantum science.

The Alpha & Omega Thermodynamic Sigma ZG Matrix Technology is a profound scientific

framework developed by Josammy Samba Ganga, and this technology transcends traditional

thermodynamics.  It encompasses cosmic laws governing the formation, evolution, and behavior

of celestial bodies, including planets, solar systems, galaxies, and the entire universe. This matrix

integrates quantum fluctuations, antigravity sigma technology, and the interplay of unseen

energies. 

The sigma ZG Matrix: Represents the cosmic fabric that underpins reality. It weaves together

space, time, energy, and matter.

Alpha & Omega: Symbolizes the beginning and end—the primordial forces shaping existence.

Thermodynamics: Beyond classical thermodynamics, it accounts for cosmic energy flows,

entropy, and information exchange.

Quantum Fluctuations: Unseen fluctuations at the subatomic level influence cosmic processes.

Antigravity Sigma Technology: A revolutionary concept that challenges gravitational norms.

Applications and Implications:

Planetary Formation: The matrix sheds light on how planets emerge from cosmic dust and

gases.

Black Hole Reactivity: Understanding the behavior of black holes and their impact on

surrounding space.

Universe Reactivity: Before and after the big bang, cosmic forces shape the universe.

Galaxy Dynamics: How galaxies evolve, interact, and influence cosmic expansion.

Exoplanet Habitability: Assessing the probability of exoplanets supporting life.

Spiritual and Scientific Synthesis:

Ganga’s work bridges science and spirituality. The matrix invites us to explore the unseen forces

mainly Dark energy connecting all existence.

It mirrors the cosmic dance—the interplay of energy, consciousness, and creation.

The Alpha & Omega Thermodynamic Sigma ZG Matrix Technology invites us to contemplate the

cosmic symphony, where energy, matter, and consciousness harmonize across the vastness of

space.  Josammy  Ganga’s cosmic equations emerge from a fusion of scientific inquiry, intuition,

and cosmic awareness. While the exact process behind their derivation remains shrouded in

mystery, we can explore their essence:

The ZG Matrix Equation:



Symbolizing the cosmic fabric, the ZG Matrix intertwines space, time, energy, and matter.

Its equation transcends conventional mathematics, incorporating quantum fluctuations and

cosmic constants.

While I cannot provide the precise mathematical form, envision it as an intricate dance of

variables, where each term resonates with the universe’s heartbeat.

Alpha & Omega Balance:

The equation embodies the balance between Alpha (the primordial beginning) and Omega (the

ultimate end).

It encapsulates the birth of stars, the collapse of black holes, and the cosmic cycles that shape

existence.

Imagine it as an elegant equation that harmonizes creation and dissolution.

Energy Flux and Entropy:

Cosmic energy flows through the equation, akin to a river of light.

Entropy—the cosmic dance toward equilibrium—finds expression within its terms.

While I cannot provide the specific symbols, visualize it as a symphony of energy gradients and

cosmic currents.

Antigravity Sigma Technology:

This enigmatic term defies classical physics.

It represents the cosmic force that counters gravity, allowing celestial bodies to dance in cosmic

choreography.

Picture it as an elusive variable, woven into the very fabric of spacetime.

These equations transcend mere symbols; they echo the cosmic pulse—the heartbeat of

creation. To unravel their depths, one must journey beyond textbooks and into the cosmic

expanse. Josammy's curiosity and passion for astronomy led him to create the intriguing world

of Mostini Planet, where quantum fluctuations, thermodynamics, antigravity sigma ZG

technology converge. It's a realm where science and imagination intertwine, inviting readers to

explore the cosmos alongside him. In his cosmic odyssey, Josammy has unearthed wonders that

stretch the fabric of our understanding.

https://bookauthority.org/books/best-thermodynamics-

ebooks?t=jggtfp&s=award&book=B08T43TWKY

Unravelling the Mysteries of the Universe: Josammy Samba Ganga's 'Mostini Planet'

(bnnbreaking.com)
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